Value-based Performance Management
Approach & Application
Linking execution to strategy.
Knowledge Providers Inc. (KPI) helps organizations link detailed operational plans to strategic
business objectives and goals by functional area. It then provides business insights and
visibility across all business areas as well as their financial outcomes.
This is done using our unique and innovative, Value-based Performance Management
application, which facilitates the creation of an optimal Performance Management
environment, based on business objectives, goals and specific business value areas as well as
KPIs that allow for measuring and monitoring their success or failure. The resulting output of
our application is a detailed scorecard with KPIs representing all functional areas, objectives
and goals. This scorecard is fed into IBM Planning solutions for the creation of detailed
operational plans and KPI targets.
Through dashboards and data exploration tools, organizations can visualize, measure and
monitor their operational, financial and strategic KPIs. They are able to gain insights and
visibility into their performance, linked to their strategic objectives and goals.
Organizations end-up with an Early-Warning system, providing them with foresight into
future performance and the ability to optimize the forecasts and improve future outcomes.
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Introduction
Value-based Performance Management is KPI’s approach to helping clients define, measure and understand
the performance of their own business, even more clearly.
Linking execution to strategy is achieved by facilitating communication and alignment, horizontally across
business functions and vertically across management layers.
We do it by facilitating aligned decision-making, based on shared performance objectives, and making
common decision-making information available to everybody. This applies equally to Private Sector and
Public Sector organizations, which though different, share possibly surprising similarities.

Private Sector

Public Sector (e.g., Hospital)

Effective information flow means


Top-down from strategy to operations



Communicating strategic initiatives to mid-line managers and operations, across all business
functions



Gaining insight into financial management impact



Managers providing feedback to top executives on execution progress of strategies



Incorporating Customers, Employees, Community, Regulators, Business Partners & Suppliers

Effective decision-making processes link Tactical & Operational decision-making to Strategic initiatives.
Aligned interpretation of performance (good, OK, bad), is based on Organizational targets and objectives,
NOT personal targets.
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Value Mapping
There are different ways to approach performance management initiatives, with different techniques and
tools, some are more suitable to some situations than others.
KPI’s approach is centered on Value Mapping, which can be used instead of or in conjunction with other
existing Strategy Maps. Value Mapping need not necessarily be for a whole enterprise or even a division; it
could be driven at a business function level or around a specific business initiative, instead of a complete
organizational strategy initiative. This ability to take a complex problem and deal it with in “slices” makes
value mapping more attractive, and pragmatic, than some other approaches.
However, success depends on more than the resulting creation of the scorecards with their trends and status
indicators. It also depends on cultural change management, adoption planning, the people and their skills,
more than which particular approach is chosen.
The Value-based Performance Management, or VbPM, includes a unique modelling technique called a Value
Map. This Value Map is the cornerstone of an approach to define what values are important to the
organization and all its stakeholders, including customers, suppliers, partners, employees, shareholders, etc.
These values are described and captured visually in the VbPM business modelling tool.
“Mapping business value” is a way to think about what is important to an organization, whether it be a
Private Sector enterprise or a Public Sector organization, like a hospital. Both exist to provide value,
admittedly measured in very different ways, i.e., they have different value systems economic profit vs social
good, but there are more similarities than you might think.
Performance planning, measurement and management is about creating alignment across business
functions. As mentioned earlier, it is about communicating horizontally and vertically down management
layers. It’s all about getting everyone on the same page on both purpose and priority.
Successful performance management initiatives recognize the need to measure what is important, i.e., not
to measure too many things, not everything is a KEY performance indicator; and to measure the right kinds
of things, such as results and outcomes, which is better than measuring effects and outputs, and much better
than measuring the wrong things, like actions and activities. As we will see later, thinking about value helps
determine what should be measured and why.
Thinking about Private Sector enterprises for a moment, value should not just be thought about only in terms
of financial outcomes, share price, revenue growth, margin efficiency and asset utilization. That statement
might come as a surprise to any Chief Financial Officer.
Yes, financial outcomes are very important, especially to owners or shareholders, but they are not really how
you measure value.
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Jack Welch, former chairman and CEO of General Electric is famous for many quotes, including the one seen
here.
However, he is often quoted from his March 2009
interview with Francesco Guerrera, in the Financial
Times, when he said “On the face of it, shareholder
value is the dumbest idea in the world.
Shareholder value is a result, not a strategy… your main
constituencies are your employees, your customers and
your products.
Managers and investors should not set
share price increases as their overarching
goal… Short-term profits should be allied
with an increase in the long-term value of
a company.”

Shareholder
Value
Revenue
drivers
Volume
growth

In other words, value creation comes from
Price
understanding and aligning around the
sustainability
purpose of an organization. If everything
aligns to the core purpose of an
organization then there is a value-driven
focus throughout, and revenue and margin
will follow if the value proposition
articulates a sound and sustainable competitive advantage.
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Value Proposition disciplines
In 1997, Treacy & Wiersma wrote about the three fundamental disciplines of any organization’s value
proposition.
What they wrote then is still true now, despite all the changes we have all seen in the interim. They wrote
that the three value disciplines are centered on customer/client intimacy, operational excellence and offering
(services and products) leadership.
To survive, every organization has to be good at all of these disciplines, though not necessarily with equal
emphasis. If you think about, say Walmart, Starbucks and Apple it is pretty clear where each weights its
unique value proposition focus.
ORGANIZATIONAL VALUE BALANCE

When objectives and goals are traceable to these three value areas there is a far greater chance of alignment.
Thinking now about the Public Sector, be it a hospital, a municipality, a government department, or another
non-profit organization. The Public Sector is not about profit, but about collective community benefit, where
public bodies allocate scarce resources whether from tax collections or charitable giving. They must balance
“Client” value – benefit to individuals, within a segment of society vs. the risk/impact/cost of inaction and
Society value – overall benefit across society vs. the risk/impact/cost of inaction.
The same three value disciplines or areas still apply.
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VbPM Approach – Value Proposition & Financial Outcomes
“Value Mapping” is about articulating objectives and goals in terms of value areas, i.e., the organization’s
value proposition, and competitive advantage.
You don’t have to restrict yourself to
using the names Treacy & Wiersma
used for the value proposition, you can
have different names and if you want
more or less than three elements in
your value proposition you can do this
too.
Of course, you will want to define those
financial outcomes like revenue growth,
margin efficiency and asset utilization
or whatever suits your organization.
Then there are other areas like internal
and external factors, perhaps related to
learning and growth needs or other
objectives.
This can seem intimidating, but the good news is you don’t have to model a whole organization. You can, and
in fact we recommend starting with a slice, whether that slice is based on a current or future, perhaps crossfunctional, business initiative, or simply centered on a department like marketing or human resources.
Once you have mapped out the relevant areas with objectives and goals in the value areas, you can define
them further, perhaps with additional focus areas or whatever is appropriate, until you get to a level of detail
where you can define tangible actions and activities, which we call “Value Statements”.
Using a value statement you define a well-structured statement of what behavior must change. You define
what kind of change type is needed (e.g. increase, shorten, optimize) and change focus (e.g. level of, quality
of, response to). You can also say which departments/functions this involves, whether it is related to a
particular business initiative and some other optional properties. You can define the priority of this item, in
terms of both importance and urgency, to help later in determining what to focus on first.
You define the metrics or measures that you will use to track progress, and the ways in which you will want
to analyze those measures. We call these dimensions, and at this point, it is necessary to define their name
only.
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Later, during an Information Asset gap analysis, existing applications are assessed to determine where this
information will be sourced from and the ability of the organization’s information sources to meet these
requirements.
Remember, it is necessary to define the targets and tolerances for metrics so they can be shown in a
scorecard with the well-known traffic light symbols. Defining who contributes to entering the targets, such
as budgets or forecasts, and how this workflow is managed is an important aspect too.
The goal of all of this planning is to produce scorecards, which clearly communicate how initiatives are
progressing against targets. Scorecards facilitate understanding of how the measurement of
results/outcomes based on effects and outputs, in turn driven by actions and activities, can be traced to the
value proposition, financial outcomes and other factors.
There may be different views of the scorecard for different levels of personnel or different business functions,
but they all are based on a single version of the truth, that can be traced to the organization’s overarching
purpose and values.
With Value-based Performance Management, you can start with a slice of the organization and map out
goals and objectives, defining clearly the kinds of changes required and how those changes will be monitored.
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Planning and Execution
Only by having foundational plans, such as workforce plans, expense plans, demand plans for services or
products, and funding plans, such as
revenue, can you have a cohesive
operating plan, which can be adjusted
based on actual performance and
alternate “what if” scenarios from
different bases, to capitalize on
opportunity or adapt to weaknesses.
By defining who contributes to setting
the targets and controlling the workflow
you manage plans, and budgets.

Scorecards and their Metrics
Scorecards are based on up-to-date actuals and comparison to targets, showing variance. They visually
communicate a shared understanding of progress
towards shared objectives. In other words, there is “one
version of the truth” which everyone can see and need
not be endlessly debated in meetings, instead of
focusing on actions to capitalize on opportunity or
address weakness.

Metrics (performance indicators) must define how they
each impact one another, for example how payroll and
depreciation both impact total operating expense, which,
along with gross margin, in turn drive net profit. What is
driving the results must be clear to all. Again remember, it
is the conversations about the actions to take which are
important, not the graphical presentation of facts.
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In Conclusion
The KPI Value-based Performance Management approach (VbPM) is facilitated by trained professionals who
can work with your community of business leaders. Unlike some management consultants, KPI doesn’t stop
at the strategy or planning. We take things to completion, implement the plans and scorecards, and even
create necessary data marts to aggregate information from multiple sources. We can do this independently
or in collaboration with existing internal IT resources. KPI is with you every step of the way.
The KPI Value-based Performance Management Approach is unique for a number of reasons:
 Implementation Approach:
o There are multiple firms who specialize in management consulting, they typically facilitate the delivery of
a strategic plan and once their plan is delivered, their job is done.

o

Their clients are then left alone to complete the execution of the plan

There are multiple firms who specialize in Business Analytics consulting. They will assist you in developing
scorecards and dashboards.


Their clients are responsible to link the scorecards, dashboards, etc. to a strategic plan and provide
the consultants with input. This exercise is proven to be challenging, and is often, not fulfilled.



KPI, on the other hand, will assist you in developing a solid dynamic Performance-driven
Strategic plan, related to value. However, this is only the beginning, as we will also help the you
deploy a robust execution plan, linked to strategy with process, scorecards and dashboards

 Methodology
o Firms specializing in management consulting, typically deliver static strategic plans.
o

KPI uses a proprietary dynamic software application to define objectives, goals, Value statements and
Key Performance Indicators


The output of this exercise is a comprehensive dynamic scorecard, reflecting all the objectives,
goals and value areas across the your organization



Additionally, you are provided with visibility on how key metrics impact the various business areas
in your organization. The objective is to insure alignment around key metrics from top down and
across all departments in your company.



This scorecard is then linked to an execution plan involving processes and people



As objectives, goals, etc. change or evolve in time, it is easy to modify the application to reflect the
changes and change operational plans

 KPI specializes in Performance management using business analytics. We have been doing so for the past 30years.
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